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In the spotlight: The MF IDEAL Revolution

Find your local branch
Brigg

Halsham

Louth

Corringham

Selby

Fixed Installations

The Old Foundry, Brigg,
North Lincolnshire, DN20 8NR
t. 01652 600 200
High St, Corringham, Gainsborough,
Lincolnshire, DN21 5QP
t. 01427 838 696
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Halsham, Hull, HU12 0BT
t. 01964 614 233

Unit 9 Oakney Wood Rd Selby Business Park,
Selby, North Yorkshire YO8 8LZ
t. 01757 700 699

Grimsby Rd, Louth, Lincolnshire, LN11 0SY
t. 01507 353 500

The Old Foundry, Brigg
North Lincolnshire, DN20 8NR
t. 01652 600 230
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QUALITY USED MACHINERY
MF9380T

11014400

MF IDEAL8

£145,000

LEXION 570+

21016623

41016252

MF7382

£240,000

MT755E

£75,000

MT775E

61014602

£80,000

FT939

21016644

£92,000

£118,000

21016282

61014600

£93,000

FT1050

£47,500

FT718

11016204

£112,000

MT755E

MT765C

31015119

21016822

11016897

£198,500

JCB 4220

£130,000

21015791

£88,500
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BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE:

R Knapton & Sons

Diversification is something becoming more and more known on most farms today, with
advances in the industry, combined with challenging and uncertain economic times prevailing,
many farmers are turning to different channels to enhance their businesses. Charlie Knapton
of R Knapton & Sons has done just that, with renovating a set of derelict barns sat on a piece
of land owned by the family. This was a family decision to further diversify within the farm
enterprises to help aid the uncertain times ahead.

R Knapton and Sons have been respected customers of
Peacock & Binnington since 2011 and previously of Northfield
Agricultural Services. Their main business is arable farming,
growing wheat, oilseed rape, spring barley and vining peas,
topped off with a number of ‘Bed & Breakfast’ pigs.

Before

Lelley is a small village situated 7 miles North-East of Hull
City Centre in the East Riding of Yorkshire, with plenty to do
and see in the area, Charlie Knapton decided to renovate the
barns rather than knock them down.
The barns are renovated to a very high standard with the
largest luxury barn sleeping up to 12 people! Here is what
Charlie had to say:
‘Lelley Barns offers 4 luxury self-catering holiday
accommodation lets. Based in the beautiful East Riding of
Yorkshire countryside with its striking big skies, with some
amazing local walks and delightful beaches only a 5-minute
drive away. The famous pub (The Stags Head inn) is only a
short walk into the village too!
We have the Pheasant’s Roost sleeping 12, the Partridge
Place sleeping 8, the Fox’s Den sleeping 4 and the Owl’s
Hoot sleeping 2. Each with their own private hot tub, fully
equipped kitchens and contemporary/traditional interiors.
Ground source is used for the heating and hot water to help
be more sustainable. We are hoping to introduce solar very
soon and we are planning to add charging points for
electric cars.’
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‘We have always found the service from every department
very helpful and any issues which occur are handled with
speed and efficiency. Richard Cross is always very helpful
and guaranteed to answer the phone. We would definitely
recommend to others.’
Reflecting on the hard work and hours of graft put in to
the new venture, we asked Charlie what he most likes
about the barns:
‘Throughout the process we have all had our own favourite
barn, but we like each one in their own way as they all have
their own individual quirk or feature.
The Pheasant’s Roost for example has an amazing
mezzanine floor which looks over the stunning open plan
kitchen, dining and living area which seats up to 12 people
and has some amazing bedrooms with some beautiful views.
Partridge Place has some huge glass windows letting in lots
of light, and a gallery landing area with glass balustrade.
The Fox’s Den has a great sheltered outdoor area with a
log burner which is ideal for a chilled evening.
Owl’s Hoot is a perfect place for a romantic escape. The
living room is found on the first floor, this enables guests
to appreciate the views and treasure the vistas of the
delightful, picturesque sunsets.’

After
This wasn’t an easy job, a renovation project like this has its
issues, Charlie told us about the obstacles that they had to
overcome to get to where they are today:

Lelley Barns opened their doors to visitors on 12th April,
although restricted to smaller numbers and use due to the
circumstances, the feedback has been great and guests
have really enjoyed the peace and tranquillity. This is a
fantastic venture for the Knapton family and the hard work
has finally paid off. The barns are situated in a fantastic area
of countryside and we really hope that this encourages
tourism in the area.

‘Lelley Barns was born from a set of derelict barns; the
choice was to either knock them down (which at times we
wished we had) or attempt planning.
We decided in 2018 to try and get planning permission for
‘change of use’ to holiday accommodation to which we were
successful. August 2019 saw the builders commence with
the development and completion was the end of March
2021.
It certainly wasn’t a project without its complications!
Three important factors delayed the build the ‘2 C’s’, Covid
and the Council but also Brexit! Perseverance prevailed…
we got there in the end after many sleepless nights and
everyone looking much older.’
R Knapton & Sons have a number of machines and pieces of
equipment from us: A new JCB Fastrac 4220, a JCB Loadall
542-70, A Valtra T214 and a Great Plains Xpress 6.6m.
The JCB played a main part in the renovation process of Lelley
Barns by moving soil and rubble from one place to another.
The Valtra was also used for the same reason, helping to lead
soil and aggregates to and from the site. Talking about their
experience with Peacock & Binnington over the years,
Charlie said:

If you want to find out more, or even
book yourself a stay, you can find
out more on their Facebook page:

www.facebook.com/
LelleyBarns
or browse the website:

www.lelleybarns.co.uk
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Grove Pet Food:
A P&B Favourite
Producing high quality dry dog food for both
working and pet dogs, Grove Pet Food is the
home of Alpha, Vitalin and Grove.
As a privately owned UK based company, Grove Pet Foods Ltd
has complete control over the manufacturing process, from
raw materials entering the site through to distribution
of finished packs, ensuring a consistently great product.
The Alpha feeds brand was established in the 1980s and
includes the consistently popular working dog food. The range
is broken down into three categories: rest & play, working and
performance. This comprehensive range can accommodate
for all levels of energy requirements. Alpha pet foods can
be found at all of our branches.
Vitalin has a strong heritage, dating back to the 1950s.
The brand was acquired by Grove Pet Foods in 2011 from
the previous owners, Kennel Nutrition. Vitalin supplies
two product ranges: the traditional muesli range and the
recently rebranded super premium life stage range.

Please contact your local branch for more information.

P&B: Celebrating
all pets

Our Corringham branch recently organised a couple
of social media competitions to give away some Alpha
and Vitalin products. The first of the two took place
on #NationalPuppyDay and the prizes up for grabs
were a large bag of Vitalin or Alpha puppy food
and a small bag of Vitalin puppy food.
All that was needed to enter was an extra cute picture
of people’s dogs. From the entries, Dennis, Jack and
Scooby all won a bag of food!
The second competition was even bigger and better,
it was also much more inclusive as this one celebrated
#NationalPetDay, so it had 5 categories: Equine, Cat, Dog,
Poultry and Small Animal. There was a bundle of pet supplies
up for grabs for each category, including Alpha and Vitalin
Feed for dogs! Reaching over 4,000 people and receiving
over 40 entries, it was very hard to pick the winners. 5 winners
were picked and they were all over the moon with their prizes,
take a look at some of the entries!
Always keep an eye on our social media pages
for competitions and giveaways!
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MEET THE TEAM:

Corringham Sales
Joe Warriner - Branch Sales Manager

Adam Clubley - Area Sales Representative

I’ve been at Peacock & Binnington since 1st October
2019, so just over 18 months. Previously I was working
as a grain merchant for another company and previous
to that I worked for a local machinery dealer.

I have worked at Peacock & Binnington for the last 12
years. I started full time in June 2009 as an apprentice
in the service department. I did Saturday mornings and
school holidays for 5 months before that too. I moved
over into a Sales Support role in June 2014 and I then
moved from Sales Support to Area Sales in October
2016.

I would say that the job is very variable, you can start
the day with a plan but each day is never the same. I
could be out and about visiting customers or dealing
with a trade-in, putting deals together or dealing with
the admin side of the job. Another of my main roles is
to support the rest of my team, to find out how they are
getting on and to assist them if they have any issues.
Every day is different and presents new challenges,
personally I would not enjoy a job that requires me to
do the same tasks every day. I find it motivating that
we are always dealing with a range of jobs and no two
days are ever the same.

I am the first point of contact for customers in my
area for all things sales related. From initial enquiries,
through to the proposal of a quotation and the closing
of a deal. I communicate with customers and suppliers
regularly. I also work closely with the parts department
and service department.
I have to understand the features and benefits of
products, recognise the appropriate after sales
packages and know how to structure a proposal
financially so that it fits the customer’s business needs.
What I like most about my job is the variety. Every
day brings a new challenge, a different job to do and
someone else to talk to. I like the balance between
being in the branch, getting around the countryside
and being on farm.

Joe Warriner

Adam Clubley

Brigg 01652 600 200 | Corringham 01427 838 696 | Halsham 01964 614 233 | Louth 01507 353 500 | Selby 01757 700 699
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CONTACT SAM WILLIAMS

EX DEMO & HIRE SALES

VALTRA BRAND MANAGER

07423 716 997

SPEAK TO SAM FOR MORE INFORMATION ON
ANY OF THE BELOW MACHINES

1165 hours
Auto Comfort cab
Suspension
valtra evolution seat
4 vavlve pack plus
Power Beyond
Autoguide centimetre
NTrip
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1468 Hours
Auto comfort cabsuspension.
Evolution seat
Hydraulic top link
work light premium
LED plus

475 Hours
Front PTO
Front Linkage
Electric mirrors heated and
telescopic

401 Hours
AutoComfort cab
suspension
4 Valve Package Plus
Power Beyond
Autoguide centimetre
Ntrip

G SERIES

S SERIES

T SERIES

FRONT LOADER MASTER

290-405 HP

360 VISIBILITY

EASY IMPLEMENT CONTROL

TWIN TURBO
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TWINTRAC REVERSE
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VALTRA INTRODUCES

5th Generation
A Series
The popular Valtra A Series, twice the
recipient of the Machine of the Year award,
in 2017 and in 2019, is going into its 5th
generation. The tractor range is now available with many
new features that have been requested by customers.

The model series continues to comprise of seven models to
choose from, all of them available as GL-models, which feature
an easy-to-use mechanical transmission. The best-selling
105 and 115 horsepower models are also available with a
four-step powershift transmission. In these HiTech 4 models,
transmission is controlled electronically. All A Series come
with Valtra’s renowned shuttle transmission including the
integrated handbrake.
“Operating the A Series has been made even more efficient
and comfortable in many ways. Powershift gears are
available on several models, the front loader armrest has
also been upgraded on GL models, the four-cylinder models
have five more horsepower than before, and the service
interval has increased to 600 hours” says Marko Ojalehto,
Product Marketing Specialist in charge of the new A Series.
Over half of A Series tractors are fitted with a front loader at
the factory. Accordingly, many of the upgrades have been
designed to make front loader work even easier, such as the
Powershift gears and updated control armrest familiar with
HT4 models.

More Powershift gears
and advanced engine
From now on, the three-cylinder models A75–A95 will be
available with the HiTech 2 transmission featuring powershift.
This will result in more efficient field work and enable road
transport at lower engine speeds. The HiTech 2 models have
a 24 forward and 24 reverse speed transmission. In addition,
all A Series HiTech 4 models can be equipped with ‘Creeper’,
which reduces the lowest speed to approximately 100 metres
an hour.
Engine power has been increased by five horsepower on
four-cylinder models and now corresponds to the model
designation. All engines comply with Stage V emissions
standards and now feature a diesel particulate filter (DPF) in
addition to SCR injection, without exhaust gas recirculation
(EGR). Engine speed and power can now be controlled even
more precisely thanks to a new accelerator pedal. Increasing
the service interval from 500 to 600 hours saves costs whilst
increasing the amount of productive working time.
According to current regulations, tractors need to be
compatible with trailers with a dual-circuit braking system.
The A Series is available with compressed air brakes or a
hydraulic trailer brake system, customers can choose their
preferred option.

If you are interested in receiving more
information about a Valtra machine,
please get in touch with your local
salesman or contact Sam directly
using the contact details on page 8.

Brigg 01652 600 200 | Corringham 01427 838 696 | Halsham 01964 614 233 | Louth 01507 353 500 | Selby 01757 700 699
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P&B’s ‘New’
RTK Network
Turns Two!
June 2021 marks the second anniversary of P&B’s ‘new’ RTK network. Time,
it’s said, waits for no man and this is especially true in the sphere of technology.
In 2019 P&B already had a very successful RTK network but the hardware was
over 10 years old. With an ever-growing number of customers relying on the
system, fears over the reliability of this ageing hardware was becoming a major
concern. Our Group Technology Brand Manager, Steve Mills, explains:

The use of satellite guidance systems in agriculture has been
with us for many years but it started to become mainstream
around the early-2000s. This is the point at which tractor
manufacturers started to offer factory fitted systems and
dealers had a decision to make – go with the OEM offering,
which was sometimes limited in functionality, or go with a
third-party guidance manufacturer. These third-party systems
offered more features and flexibility although there was often
a cost premium.
P&B were facing growing customer demand for an accurate
and affordable system especially from the Challenger
customers. After looking at several options the decision was
taken to go with Leica. The Mojo console was small, easy
to install and offered the most accurate level of correction
(RTK) at a competitive price. By 2010, P&B had established a
network of 9 base stations spread across the area allowing
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us to provide a service offering centimetre levels of accuracy
from Boston in the south to Middlesbrough in the North and
well to the west of Huddersfield.
Part of the appeal of the Leica system was that they used Ntrip
(Networked Transport of RTCM via Internet Protocol) to deliver
the correction data rather than radio. Ntrip has the advantages
of lower capital cost (there is no radio module required) and
greater operating range than a radio link. In Leica’s case it also
offered the remote diagnostic option of ‘Virtual Wrench’ where
an operator could directly contact an operator at Leica and
receive assistance. Ntrip also allows several base stations to
be linked as a network giving a greater coverage area and the
ability to keep working if one base station goes offline. The
disadvantage of Ntrip is that it requires mobile phone signal
coverage. A typical Ntrip network is shown in the diagram
below:-

www.peacock.co.uk

The data from the base stations is sent via the internet to a
central server – the ‘Ntrip Caster’. The machine requiring
the correction (the ‘rover’) logs in to the server and sends
its rough position. The rover then receives the appropriate
correction data from the base station nearest to them.
In 2012 it was discovered that we could also supply correction
signals to receivers other than Leica and this massively
increased the number of machines that could be connected to
the network. Over the next few years the new generation of
factory fitted systems from AGCO saw a large increase in the
uptake of RTK guidance by P&B customers.
At the start of 2019 we had approximately 150 machines
connected and this number was forecast to continue to grow
as the initial costs of the equipment came down and more and
more customers embraced the benefits of guidance. By this
time Leica had ceased to develop new products for agriculture
preferring to concentrate on the construction and marine
markets. P&B were faced with a network with an ageing
hardware infrastructure and a growing demand for the service
so a project was launched to investigate the best way forward.
Four options were examined and after careful consideration
the decision was taken to invest in an all-new network of
Trimble base stations and to go with an Ntrip caster provider
that could guarantee a secure and reliable system with a
nearest-base solution and remote diagnostics.

Base station antenna installation.

The old and the new...
The hardware was ordered and installed in late spring of 2019
and the network went live in July. A brief trial period with a
select few customers proved the system and from then on
all new machines with RTK guidance were connected. There
followed a ‘migration project’ where existing service users
were moved across from the old system to the new.
To coincide with the launch of the new system we also
changed the type of SIM cards we provided to further improve
the reliability of the service. Previously we had supplied a SIM
card that was limited to one network provider, usually EE or
Vodafone. That had caused problems for certain customers
where the mobile network coverage across their farm was
patchy. A roaming SIM is now used which is not limited to any
particular phone network and will choose the strongest signal
in any given area.
This process was further advanced at the beginning of 2021
with the last 100 customers still on a single network SIM card
being swapped to a new roaming one.

Map showing the users of the network and the base
station locations.
Currently there are over 350 machines using the network
and this is number growing all the time. P&B now market the
network as a stand-alone franchise offering correction signal
to any machine capable of using an Ntrip RTK signal.
For customers still using Leica and early Agco OEM guidance
systems we are currently offering a ‘Scrappage Deal’ package
allowing you to upgrade to the latest Trimble guidance
systems at a very advantageous price with a finance package
to spread the cost.

If you have any questions relating to guidance for
any of your machines, old or new, please call us.

Brigg 01652 600 200 | Corringham 01427 838 696 | Halsham 01964 614 233 | Louth 01507 353 500 | Selby 01757 700 699
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IT’S ALL
ABOUT...
From building sites to farm yards and everything
in between, these sturdy, reliable yellow
machines can be seen all over the world. JCB
now manufactures at 22 plants and spans 4
continents. 750 dealers around the world are
proud to supply JCB machinery and products to
a multitude of different customers. A company
that is just 75 years old has gained so much
recognition, starting as a one-man garage in
Uttoxeter, now a major global brand renowned
for its pioneering spirit.

The success of the brand, JCB believes, is all down to its
people. ‘An 11,000-strong workforce that makes up the JCB
family that we are so proud of.’ JCB now faces new challenges
head on to work alongside customers as businesses change
with the introduction of new building standards and emissions
legislation. JCB have always been innovating and changing to
suit the times, so what they face today is nothing new.
Joseph Cyril Bamford (JCB) started the chain reaction of JCB
innovations by creating the JCB all-steel tipping trailer with
surplus World War II parts and scrap metals. Featuring wheels
and tyres from a fighter aircraft and hubs from a small howitzer.
Less than 3 years after JCB was founded, Joseph launched
the Major Loader, Europe’s first industrial front end loader. This
machine shaped the vision for the loaders of today and was a
huge milestone for JCB and their customers.
The worlds first Backhoe Loader entered the market in the
1950s, bringing hydraulic power to construction and shaped the
path for the future of the industry. In 1964, powered by a Ford
engine and manufactured from Warner Swasey, JCB created
the undercarriage and excavator assemblies for their first
Crawler Excavator. Many notable products came to light during
this time, but in 1991 we saw the appearance of the world’s first
High Speed Tractor, the Fastrac 125 and 145, which completely
revolutionised the agricultural industry. Fast forward to 2019 as
the world’s fastest tractor flies down Elvington Airfield, York, at
153.771mph, whose heritage came directly from the 125 and 145
all those years ago.
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Here at Peacock & Binnington, we sell many JCB products
including Fastrac tractors, Telescopic handlers, Telescopic
wheel loaders, Mini Excavators and attachments. Supplying
JCB machinery gives us a market leading product to offer our
customers’ evolving needs. For more information on new and
used JCB machinery / attachments please contact your local
sales representative.

Did you know? If you buy a JCB Fastrac from April to
October 2021 you will be able to enter our JCB Fastrac
Wrap competition, simply visit the website here:
peacock.co.uk/win-a-free-fastrac-wrap download the
templates and design your wrap, then send it back to
us via email and relax until the winner is drawn.
If you haven’t bought a Fastrac from us, don’t worry!
If you own a Fastrac you can still enter the competition
to win a free wrap using this link:
peacock.co.uk/win-a-free-fastrac-wrap-2
Please only enter if you are in our dealer catchment area, the
Fastrac is less than 3 years old and is a 4000/8000 (4 or 5)
series. Full T&Cs apply.

www.peacock.co.uk

TELESCOPIC WHEEL LOADER

TM320 / TM320S / TM420 / TM420S
GROSS POWER: 97KW/130HP - 129KW/ 173HP
LIFT CAPACITY: 3200KG - 4100KG
LIFT HEIGHT 5.2M -5.45M
Brigg 01652 600 200 | Corringham 01427 838 696 | Halsham 01964 614 233 | Louth 01507 353 500 | Selby 01757 700 699
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:
A firm favourite
for P&B customer
On a family-run farm based just beneath the Yorkshire Wolds and spanning three generations,
you will find David Creaser, valued customer at Peacock & Binnington Selby. After speaking
to Marcus Bourne (Director and Branch Sales Manager for Selby) as well as a representative
from Joskin, the choice was made to incorporate the leading brand onto the family farm.

The Creaser farm is predominantly a livestock farm, a 190Sow breeder, finisher pig unit and a herd of 30 Suckler cows
which are all pure Limousin cattle. Most of the pigs are sold
deadweight with a few being sold live. All of the fat cattle are
sold at Selby livestock market between the ages of 15 and 24
months. The farm is also made up of 80 acres of arable land
which grows Winter wheat, Spring barley, fodder beet
and grass.
Three generations of family are still involved in the day to
day running of the farm. Charlie and Jean bought the farm
in 1972 and their youngest son, David, started full time once
school was out. Fast forward to the present day and David’s
eldest son Jamie also works on farm, as well as Shaun, a
staff member.
Speaking for over an hour at YAMS, Marcus, David and the
representative from Joskin discussed slurry injection options
available from Joskin, that would suit the business needs,
David explained:
‘Before going to YAMS, Joskin products had never really
crossed our minds as we thought this would be out of our
price range but after our talk and getting so much detail on
the method of slurry injection, we had our minds made up
that it was Joskin that would suit us.
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Furthermore, the tanker and injector were very competitively
priced against other tanker manufacturers. We felt it was
worth the little bit more money due to the fact of the better
build quality, finish of the tanker and because Joskin have
been injecting in Europe for years.’
The tanker originally owned by David and family wasn’t
suitable to mount a slurry injector due to the build quality not
being strong enough for what they wanted. The Modulo 2
Slurry Tanker and Solodisc Meadow Injector were chosen and
seemed to be firm favourites after performing well on farm for
the needs of David and his family:
‘The Modulo 2 11000 ME slurry tanker has a capacity of
11,000 litres and is equipped with the Win Pack package
which includes a hydraulic pump turn over and threepoint linkage. The tanker has a single axle on two large
flotation tyres to reduce compaction over the land due to
its weight. We chose this tanker due to its competitive price
and outstanding features such as the galvanised finish,
faster pump and pump protection system. We’ve been very
impressed with it overall as it is strongly built and designed
well which helps it remain well balanced, especially with the
additional weight of the 1.5 tonne Solodisc injector on the
rear linkage which allows it to travel smoothly on the road.

www.peacock.co.uk

The Solodisc Meadow injector works perfectly on the
Modulo 2, it meets slurry spreading regulations which helps
with exporting. We chose the 4300-model injector, it is 4.3
metres wide and folds for transport.
This model suits our size of operation and injects at a similar
width as we did previous to the purchase. This injector is
wider than the tanker which allows us to see it from our
mirrors and ensure we’re not over/under lapping; due to the
fact that we spread on both stubbles and grass, the Solodisc
is multipurpose and will work on both, whereas some other
injection methods would only be suited to one or the other.
We now use the injector for applying all of our slurry as it
injects straight into the ground reducing the Nitrogen loss
into the atmosphere, which means that more is retained on
the soil for the crops. A gate valve on the back of the tanker
is opened and allows the slurry to run into the injector, the
pump on the tanker then pushes the slurry through but
before going down through the injection pipes, the slurry
passes through the hydraulically driven macerator. The
macerator chops up any solid pieces of slurry to reduce
pipe blockages and evenly distribute through the pipes. The
disc on the injector runs just in front of the pipe and slices a
channel for the slurry to be dropped into which goes straight
underground. The pressure of the injector can be adjusted
from the back and determines the depth of the channel
made, depending on land type you’re injecting on.

We use it both in grass and stubbles; in grass it’s beneficial
as it gets the slurry straight to the root of the crop. This
reduces the risk of grass scorching off or any being left
on the leaf when cut for silage or grazed and so results
in improved growth and quality. In stubbles, more of the
Nitrogen from the slurry is retained in the soil for the
following crop to use, massively reducing air pollution
and odour created from application.
We would certainly recommend these products to others
as they are very well built and do a good job. For the past
year that we have owned both the tanker and injector, they
have done the job for us in all conditions; from stubbles at
the end of harvest to grasses after silage and Spring work.
Obviously, the true test of the tanker and the injector is how
it performs over a long period of time but just in the last year,
it has ticked every box for us and exceeded expectations.’
We are very happy that the Joskin products purchased by
David and his family were suitable for their farming needs.
Being at events like YAMS allows us to have a catch up with
customers, showcase our brands and talk farming solutions
for your problems. We hope events like these can safely
resume soon.

For more information on Joskin products, speak to
your local sales representative who will be willing
to help find a product to suit your business.
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Toro Zero Turn
(TimeCutter)
Hailed as being able to cut mowing time up to
50%, the Zero Turn steering system in this Toro
machine is known for being able to manoeuvre
around obstacles without having to sacrifice
the quality of the cut. With the main draw
of this Toro product being that you can, for
example, cut right up to and around a tree in
the middle of the grass in one circle, where-as
in a traditional mower you would have to go in
straight lines past the tree in a square motion.

The Toro TimeCutter is time saving, extra comfortable and
convenient. Tried and trusted by the likes of Manchester
United and Real Madrid Football Clubs, this brand is trusted
by professionals and brings a professional finish to the
domestic consumer.

MyRide Suspension system, more ease of use with easy
operation, more versatility with smart speed, pick your
pace, no more rocky rides, adjust on the go & cut
mowing time up to 50% & hassle-free maintenance.

Built for larger areas and even the toughest conditions, don’t
doubt that the Toro TimeCutter can handle the job. The 50
grade 10-gauge high strength cutting deck with bull nose
reinforced leading edge is ready for the toughest hits.
The steering is said to be less ‘jerky’ than its competitors, with
shock absorbing dampers built in to give you the smoothness
you need. Gliding over the grass with a fully tubular front axle
with wide front casters. Sitting in the same position, cutting a
large area requires ultra-comfort, Toro have really hit the mark
with the handcrafted high-back seat with arm rests, providing
the ultimate in padding and back support.

Simple Maintenance Tips:
This machine is reliable and long living but also requires
basic maintenance. We, as dealers, are here to help and
can provide servicing for all types of mowers, but below you
can find a list of small checks you can do at home to ensure
your TimeCutter is kept in tip-top shape:
Check the blade and engine mounting fasteners
to ensure they are all tight
Clean / replace the air filter periodically
Drain and re-fill engine crankcase with fresh oil
Clean built-up grass clippings and dirt
Sharpen or replace the blade annually
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Ride and try is available
at our Louth branch!
Come and try this awesome
machine out on the front grass
before you decide to buy.
Please contact Louth for more
information. Shop for this product
on the garden machinery website:
peacockgardenmachinery.co.uk

www.peacock.co.uk

QUALITY USED MACHINERY
JCB 4220

61015321

MF7726 DVT EX

£88,500

MF7720 D6 EF

11016145

MF7720S DVTEF

£71,500

21015847

MF7726 D6 EF

£59,500

RG635B

RG645B

21013579

£71,000

5.5M UNIPRESS

£85,000

21015248

8085TT HEDGER

£20,000

21016700

31014636

£49,000

MONICA 250

S
21015193

£69,500

MF7720 D6 EF

£64,500

41015812

31016287

41016642

£6,950

HR4004D POWER HARROW

D
L
O
£21,000

61016697

£9,500
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Flying high
for charity

On 17th April, in the skies above Bridlington
and 10,000 feet in the air, was our very own
Will Ogg, Technician at our Brigg branch.

Jumping from a plane and freefalling until a parachute
opens up isn’t everyone’s cup of tea but this was an
adrenaline fuelled charity fundraiser for a cause that
is very close to this technician’s heart.
Will started working for us back in 2016, whilst attending
Bishop Burton college. After a trial week he proceeded to
work Thursday, Friday and Saturday whilst finishing his
course. Once finished, Will joined full time and completed
an apprenticeship at Moreton College.
Working on and maintaining a range of AGCO and Väderstad
machinery, he can often be spotted travelling to and from
farms where he provides support and servicing to our
customers’ products to ensure that they are kept to a
high standard.

18
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Will was taken back by surprise when his girlfriend bought him
a skydive for his birthday. Better yet, the skydive base was
in Bridlington, meaning that the views would be spectacular,
most of the Yorkshire coast would be seen from a bird’s eye
view! Not something you get to see very often. But Will didn’t
do this for fun… He saw this as an opportunity to fundraise
for a special charity, we spoke to him to find out first hand:

www.peacock.co.uk

‘A skydive is something I’ve always
thought about doing but never got
round to sorting myself, until my
girlfriend purchased it as a gift. I
decided to do the skydive in aid of
the Yorkshire and Humber Brain
Tumour Charity.
I recently lost my Grandad, Archie,
to an inoperable brain tumour and
my Gran survived a brain tumour
30 years ago. This organisation is
a leading brain tumour charity
which is dedicated to raising funds
for life changing research and
patient support.

In total, through sponsorships for the
skydive and donations from family
and friends we raised £2,150 to go
towards the incredible work that this
charity does.’
Will was joined by his closest family members and
his girlfriend’s close family as they all looked up
to the skies to watch the pair complete the highly
anticipated jump! The weather was lovely and the
views were spectacular as the pair glided through
the clouds and landed safely on the ground.

‘It was such a surreal feeling! I would
definitely do another one…
Just a note to anyone who is
thinking of completing one, I would
highly recommend it. Whether you
do it for a charity or just for fun.
There is really no other feeling
like it’, Will concluded.

Well done Will, from all of us at Peacock & Binnington.
We are certain that the funds raised will help make a
huge difference to the lives of people affected, you’re
braver than most!
If you wish to make a donation or help in some way to
raise funds or awareness for the Yorkshire and Humber
Brain Tumour Charity, visit:

www.yorksbtc.org.uk
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ME & MY TEAM
WITH JACK MAIN, PARTS PERSON AT BRIGG

Jack Main, Parts Person at Brigg, can often be seen at the front desk
serving customers and sourcing parts in the back. We quizzed him all
about his favourite football team and he even ‘spilled some tea’ about
his dad, Managing Director, Graham Main! Read on below to find out:
back
soon.’

‘The team I support is Newcastle United Football Club; I have followed them for
as long as I can remember. I grew up in Newcastle and went to a school of mostly
Newcastle fans, so I didn’t really have a choice!
I always enjoyed playing football when I was younger, so my interest grew from
there really. I rarely play now but I’ll watch a few games on the weekend, listen
to football related podcasts & talk shows throughout the week. My dad actually
supports Manchester United, which is upsetting to us all. Luckily Man United
haven’t been doing too well lately so it’s not as sore a spot as it used to be.

I have been to watch Newcastle play live a couple of times, but not as much
as I should, however, I rarely miss watching them on TV even though I have
to tap into my dad’s sky account (it’s far too expensive for me).

When I think back to a highlight that stands out over the years of following
Newcastle, I always think about the 2011-2012 season when we finished
5th. This was the best I have seen them perform since following them.
That was also the year that we came from 4-0 down to draw with Arsenal
which is one of the best games I’ve watched! Unfortunately, there are too
many great moments to write about. You don’t support Newcastle for the
glory, unlike some of the other clubs…

It would be very easy to say that Alan Shearer is my favourite player as he is
the premier league’s all time top scorer and a true Geordie legend, however,
I have always been an admirer of Fabricio Colloccini. He was always such a
dominant defender, not to mention he has a pretty fantastic hairstyle.

If I was asked who I would pick if I had to choose another
player to join our team from any club, I would honestly just say
that I will take anyone we can get, just down to how recent
seasons have gone. It’s been a rough couple of years but
hopefully we can bounce back soon.
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(Defra Statistics: Ag Facts

–

England regional profiles)

Yorkshire & Humber.

March 2021

The biggest contributors to the value

of the output (£2.5 billion) were:

Pigs for meat (£382 million)

Total income from Farming

Wheat (£324 million)

increased by 26% between
Poultry meat (£267 million)
2015 and 2019 to £452 million

Milk (£208 million)

Together account for 48%
In Yorkshire and Humber the average farm

size in 2019 was 93 hectares. This is larger

than the English average of 87 hectares.

Predominant farm types in the Yorkshire

DID YOU KNOW?

and the Humber region in 2019 were Grazing

Lonely Planet Voted
livestock farms and cereals farms which

Yorkshire third in the top 10
accounted for 32% and 30% of farmed area

world regions, behind
in the region.

destinations in India and

Australia. The guide mentions
Although Pig farms accounted for a much

Yorkshire's "rugged
smaller proportion of the farmed area,

moorland, heritage homes and
the region accounted for 37% of the

cosy pubs".
English pig population.

REALYORKSHIRETOURS.CO.UK (2021)
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FENDT 1100 VARIO:

Your key to
outstanding results
Vario drive train:
• Two independent pivoting hydro motors specially engineered
to suit the requirements of tracked tractors
• Optimum engine and transmission integration together
with the Fendt iD

Swivel drawbar:
• Choice between a hydraulically pivoting or free-pivoting
drawbar, which can be swivelled 28” in both directions
• For three-point attachment: Drawbar with rear power
lift available

Fendt iD low engine speed concept:
• All vehicle components are perfectly aligned to the right
speeds, including the engine, gearbox, fans, hydraulics
and all auxiliary units
• Reach the highest torque at low revs
• Low fuel consumption, all the time
• Extended service life

SmartRide+ chassis suspension:
• Top-level driving comfort on the field and on the road
• 100% maintenance-free
• Self-levelling system: Chassis is kept horizontal even for
heavy attachments - optimised suspension in both directions

22
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High performance hydraulics:
• 2 circuit hydraulics with up to 440 l/min
• No throttle losses for more power
• Separate transmission and hydraulic oil supply
• Low maintenance costs due to long maintenance
intervals (2000 hours or 2 years for hydraulic oil)

Flexible ballast options:
• Flexible ballast options at the front, on the idler
and drive wheels as well as on the undercarriage
• Perfect ballasting depending on the intended use
and soil conditions
• Adjust the machine’s centre of gravity with
SmartRide+
• Easy to attach and detach the front weight with the
help of SmartRide+

VarioGuide guidance system:
• Basic Guidance package as standard: Tractor
equipped for guidance
• Choice of two high-performance receivers:
NovAtel or Trimble
• Various correction signals with an accuracy of
up to 2cm
• VarioGuide Contour Assistant optional

Spacious cab including suspension:
• Fendt driver’s workstation with proven
operating logic
• First tracked tractor with a 2-point cabin
suspension offers outstanding comfort
• Excellent visibility in all directions

P&B Tried & Tested:
‘Having spent the best part of three days on the machine
and a lot of time with the current 800 series operators, the
overall components are outstanding. This machine pulls well
with the new low-revving MAN engine. The potential fuel
savings over its competitors in its class was highlighted
to us whilst we had it.

We found it better with the new track system and aided by
the Vario Transmission maintaining forward drive for longer,
rather than ‘spinning up’ when ground conditions are greasy.
We have seen these improvements with the smaller MT 900
Series. Again, first impressions have blown us away, far
more than we were expecting.’
Chris Batcheler, Fendt Brand Manager at P&B.
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fendt.co.uk | Fendt is a worldwide brand of AGCO.

Fendt Tigo Forage Wagon.
Versatile, compact & superior build quality.
Ideal for zero grazing, rotor design is gentle on freshly mown grass
Compact around tight farmyards
Complete range of machines to suit both Farmers and Contractors

Competitive retail terms available.

It's Fendt.
24

To book a demo contact your local
Fendt Dealer or find out more at
fendt.com/tigo

Because we understand agriculture.
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Picture it… You’re out on the road in your
JCB Fastrac, but heads are turning and
people stop to look in awe as you drive
through in your bright pink machine…
OK, maybe not bright pink, but we are actually giving you
the chance to design your own Fastrac wrap in our special
competition which runs from now until October 2021. You
could choose to wrap your machine in a gun metal grey with
red wheels, display your company’s branding in a fun way
or even have a union jack on the roof! The opportunities
are endless.

Wrapping, an idea brought together primarily for advertising
purposes back at the turn of the 20th century, is a process that
starts with sheets of vinyl which are coloured or printed on.
These are wrapped around the parts of the vehicle and leave
a new, exciting, finish.
Many years ago, Henry Ford manufactured vehicles for
racing and used vinyl wrapping to display sponsors and race
numbers on the car. Due to advances in technology and
growth of industry, wrapping is now much more affordable
than it was back then and with advances in graphic design,
people can have, quite literally, anything they wish displayed
on their vehicles, buses, motorcycles or cars.
Vinyl is extremely hardwearing and versatile, considering its
amazing flexibility, it is remarkably resistant to scratching,
warping and ripping. Indeed, it even protects the paintwork
beneath, giving you the added bonus of extra protection
against wear and tear.
Our competition will have two winners: Anyone who buys a
Fastrac from P&B from now until early October will be able to
enter to have their new machine wrapped in their very own
design. For anyone else that already owns a Fastrac 4000
or 8000 series (4 or 5) and no more than 3 years old, can
also enter to win a free wrap. We have set up a dedicated
web page for each category, simply scan the QR below, and
download your templates or pop in to your local branch and
pick up a design pack.

If you’ve bought one...

If you already own one...

Entrants must live in the dealer catchment areas of Brigg, Corringham, Halsham, Louth & Selby and
must own the Fastrac or have permission to enter. Full T&Cs can be found on the dedicated web pages.
We look forward to seeing what entries we get; updates can always be found on our social media pages.
Brigg 01652 600 200 | Corringham 01427 838 696 | Halsham 01964 614 233 | Louth 01507 353 500 | Selby 01757 700 699
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Demonstration
season
takes off!
Our sales support work hard year-round to ensure that tractors and machinery are taken
to customers so that they can try them out. They are always on hand for set up and
advice throughout the process. A busy season took off in early March and we saw the
MF 8S set out on the field for demonstrations, with great feedback all round. The Valtra
G135 Active was out mulching overgrowth between rows of trees on another.
We spoke to Rob Atkins, Senior Sales Support at Halsham,
to see how he has been finding recent demonstrations:

“One demonstration that stood out for me was the JCB
TM 420 loader demo for a very good customer of ours.

Being able to get all staff out in the machine really boosted the
confidence of the customer, our Sales Support staff guide the
demonstrations with advice and experience to ensure that the
customer is fully advised and understands the controls.

I took the machine with an appropriately sized bucket
(to get the max performance) along to the customer
and it was fairly obvious from the arrival on farm that
he liked what he saw. After the usual walk round and
explanation of controls, we put the machine to work
loading some corn into one of his lorries.
The machine did everything he wanted it to do and
met all of his requirements. He put his operators on the
machine over a couple of days to make sure everyone
was comfortable using it as it is a new way of driving,
being articulated compared to a 4-wheel steer loadall.
The demo went so well that a machine order was
placed.”
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In early April we saw the arrival of our Demo Fendt Tigo 65
XR Forage Wagon, this flexible, compact and robust trailer is
ready to demonstrate. If you want ultimate feed quality, vast
loading space and quick unloading, this forage wagon will meet
these requirements. Variofill gives you another 6m³ capacity for
impressive loading volumes. Whether silage or hay: Automated
loading with continuously adjustable pre-compacting pressure
makes the most of every cubic metre and actively supports the
unloading process. The results are a clean, emptied trailer and
top-quality feed.

www.peacock.co.uk

On another demonstration the MF 7718S was pulling a
customer’s 5 furrow Lemken plough, even though it had
rained all day, this machine still pulled ‘like a dream’.
Speaking to Sales Support, they said: “The customer
told us that he has a machine (a rival brand) and it
wouldn’t manage to pull in these conditions.”
The 7718S has a Max HP of 180, Dyna 6 transmission
and Max Torque of 840Nm, which will have helped
when pulling such a heavy implement in tough
conditions. Although the 7718S is not the top of its
range in regards to power, if even more was needed,
the MF 7719S has a max HP of 190, featuring Dyna VT
transmission and 980Nm Torque.

To book your demonstration,
please contact your local sales
representative or contact us
on our social media channels
and we will put you in contact
with the right person.
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With Mark Wood,
Finance Brand Manager
What do you do here at Peacock & Binnington?
I am the Finance Brand Manager here at Peacock &
Binnington and I essentially have 2 distinct roles. The first
one is to assist my colleagues with all aspects of finance
throughout the sales process, managing the retail finance
journey of the machinery we sell through to signing
and delivery.
The second part of my role is arranging finance for any
farmers or contractors that may be looking for funding for
purchases outside of Peacock and Binnington. For example,
we can find solutions for funding for buildings and livestock,
not just machinery.
How long have you worked here and how did you get to
where you are today?
I started at Peacock and Binnington in October 2019. Prior
to that I worked for AGCO Finance for 13 years as an Area
Manager, looking after Peacock & Binnington as well as 8
other dealers from Lincolnshire and right up to the Scottish
borders.
Prior to this I worked at Peacock & Binnington in the sales
department and so even though I have only been here for
19 months, I have worked in the area for 30 years. I may be a
‘new starter’ but I’m a familiar face to many farmers in
the area.
I was brought up in the Yorkshire Dales, and that’s where
the agricultural background came from. Also, I’ve always
had a strong interest in engineering and I did an engineering
qualification at Newcastle polytechnical college when I
was younger.
Once I completed this I did an HMD in Agriculture at Askham
Bryan college, I was almost destined to do something in
agriculture that involved machinery. During my 16-year sales
career, I quite quickly found out how important finance is in
influencing customers’ buying decisions, easily 85% of all
machinery sold is financed one way or another. Structuring
a purchase to fit with the customers’ cash flow is equally as
important as the specification of the machine they are buying.
With 30 years of machinery sales, I’m not just a ‘finance man’,
I am hopefully regarded as a fairly keen and experienced part
of the sales department.

Tell us a bit about yourself:
I live in Elsham with my partner Andrea and our two dogs,
Penny & Dave.
I have quite a few interests and hobbies, however, in the ten
years we have lived at Elsham, most of my spare time has
been spent re-modeling the house and garden. If anyone
needs either a new staircase, kitchen or bathroom, my rates
are quite reasonable! I think we have ripped out and renewed
every room in the house.
What would you do if you won the lottery?
I would still keep my job and ensure the money is used wisely,
so that we have a secure and very comfortable retirement. My
partner could then retire early and we could use the money for
better holidays! I would probably buy a holiday cottage back in
the Yorkshire Dales.
What has been a highlight so far of working at P&B?
The biggest highlight right from the start was doing a job that I
enjoy with a lot of familiar faces and people that I have known
for many years. However, I was also joint winner of the Brand
Manager of the Year Award 2020, for recognition of good
service and going the extra mile.
If you could meet one person, past or present, who
would it be?
It would have to be Jeremy Clarkson. Quite a few people
describe me as being very similar to Jeremy Clarkson in my
sense of humour and temperament behind the wheel!
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Apprenticeships
AT PEACOCK & BINNINGTON

An apprenticeship is a great way to learn and enhance your practical
skill set whilst earning money. As an apprentice technician, you can
experience working with a range of AGCO machines and learn new
skills every step of the way with one of our qualified technicians by
your side until you are ready.

It may seem daunting starting an apprenticeship but many of
our managers started off as apprentices and worked their way
up to the top.
We are always looking for new apprentices. We believe that
the key to success in this industry is bringing people in whilst
they are young, to learn the sought-after skills needed to keep
farmers farming. The agricultural sector is definitely a strong
sector to work in.

Nathan McElroy
‘The whole reason I chose to complete an
apprenticeship instead of going to college is
because I wanted to do something more practical.
So far, I have learnt how to service and do basic
repairs and I understand the importance of
housekeeping in the work place. Hopefully, at the
end of my apprenticeship I can carry on here at
Peacock & Binnington.’

We spoke to one of our Apprentice Technicians, Nathan
McElroy, who has been working as an apprentice at our
Corringham branch for around 10 months at the time of writing.
We wanted to find out how he has been getting on and what
he thinks of his current role:

‘I have been enjoying my apprenticeship so far,
it is 3 years long and I am just into my 10th month.
I get to learn the theory behind the jobs that I
am doing, especially the machines that I am
fixing and repairing so that I understand the
process fully.’
‘What I like about being an apprentice is that
you’re not just sat in a classroom, I get to be in the
workshop being hands on & I have been enjoying
getting out and about on jobs that aren’t just in
the workshop.’

Nathan is progressing really well through his apprenticeship
and has made a great start. We wish you all the best, keep up
the hard work!

If you are interested in an apprenticeship
opportunity please get in touch with your
local branch today, or take a look at our
recruitment page on our website:

peacock.co.uk/about-us/recruitment
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THE ALL NEW,
ONE STOP
GARDEN
MACHINERY
SHOP...
In today’s age, as a company, we are always looking
for ways to make sure that our customers can stay
up to date with what we are doing and what we
are offering. With this in mind, we wanted to create
a space where all garden machinery items could
easily be bought online, with seamless browsing
whilst still maintaining that P&B look and feel.

You may have noticed that the STIHL shop closed down, this
was a separate body in which a new window would open up
and re-direct you from our own website to a STIHL web shop
where you could browse solely STIHL items. We decided
to pull together our very own garden machinery website to
ensure that everything from domestic garden machinery
and professional garden machinery & tools of all brands
and product types could be shopped at ease.

The homepage is bright and clean with a
section that allows you to shop by brand:
choose from Hayter, STIHL, Cooper Pegler,
Toro or Westwood.
You can also ‘shop by product’ by clicking the hamburger
menu (3 lines at the top left) which will give a drop-down of
products such as: augers, lawn mowers, cut off saws, hedge
trimmers, sprayers, KombiSystem and chainsaws for you to
browse at your leisure.
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Click and Collect was added as an all-new service to allow
you to add a product to your basket and collect it from a
branch of your choice the next working day (subject to stock
availability).
To browse the latest offers, simply click the ‘latest offers’ tab
and browse any items on offer. You will be able to see the offer
price and RRP to see just how much you are saving and there’s
plenty to choose from.
Enjoy easy browsing by using the ‘refine filters’ – always
featured at the side of any product or brand page. For
example, if you click on the lawn mower section you can refine

www.peacock.co.uk

them by price, battery style, model options or brand, making
it more efficient for you to find what you are looking for. This
always helps if you have a certain budget in mind, just set the
sliding price scale to the maximum you wish to spend!

Creating this from scratch allowed us to fully
create the user’s experience, ensuring smooth
operation and simplistic use, which was a must.

Will Cooper, IT Manager here at P&B worked on this project
alongside Stephen Bradford, Group Parts Manager. Will told
us about the project and why we have done it:

With us owning this site fully we can now
tailor the end user experience and offer
improvements when we notice that it is
required.

In this ever changing and fast paced
environment it was vital that we kept a
dedicated platform for customers to access
the high-quality garden machinery available.

With functions like our ‘Mower Search’
we can help take the struggles away from
knowing exactly what size and spec of
mower you require.

To view the all new garden
machinery website please go to
www.peacockgardenmachinery.co.uk
or simply scan the QR code here...
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Model
Code

Stock No

Description

Clock

Year

Retail Price

Used Combines
41016252

MF IDEAL8

Used MF Ideal 8 Combine C/w 1500L Fuel tank, Sun visors, Deluxe seat, 9.15M foldable unloader auger, Chop to drop, Motionshift
30kph, 800/70R38 IF (900 footprint) / 620/70R26, TascDoc Pro Mapping, Trimble Autoguide, Chopper / Spreader, 30ft SF Table 1
side knife, 726 Engine / 557 Separator hours

726

2019

£240,000.00

11014400

MF9380T

Used MF9380 Tracked Delta Combine C/w 936 engine / 485 drum hours, HC Sieves, Maxi Spreader, Autoguide, 30ft Superflow
header, twin side knives, lifters, dividers, header trolley & Balance of Manufacturers Warranty for 2020/21

936

2017

£145,000.00

21016822

MF7382

Used MF7382 Combine C/w 25ft Powerflow header with rape auger, side knife, lifters and dividers, 900/55R32 and 600/55-26.5,
Autoguide standard, Rear camera, HC sieves 1100 engine hours, 546 drum hours

1100

2016

£112,000.00

21016623

LEXION
570+

Used Claas Lexion 570+TT Combine V900 Header with Lazer Pilot, twin side knives, 3D Sieves 24” Tracks Approx 2300/1750
Hours

2300

2008

£75,000.00

N/A

2017

£21,750.00

Used Balers
11016488

RP180VX

Used Lely Welger RP180V Xtra XC25 Baler C/w 2.4M Pickup, Hyd, Brakes, E Link Pro, Xtracut 25, Knife, Caster Wheels, 500/5520, Tyres, Bale Shape Indicator, 34,000 Bales

Used Challenger Tractors
41016240

MT755E

Used Challenger MT755E Tracked Tractor C/w 25"" Tracks, front weights, Idler weights, Trimble, guidance system"

7000

2016

£65,000.00

61014600

MT755E

Used Challenger MT755E C/w Deluxe Cab, Comfort Pack, 30"", Extreme Belts, 16 Idler Weights, Front Weight Frame 22 Weights

4185

2015

£93,000.00

61014602

MT755E

Used Challenger MT755E Tractor C/w DD Deflectors, 30"" Extreme Belts, 22 Weights & Frame, 8, Idler Weights, Comfort Pack,
Deluxe Cab

4241

2015

£92,000.00

61016891
SOLD MT755E
SOLD

Used Challenger MT755E Tracked Tractor C/w Cat 3 Linkage, 223L/min Hyd pump, 30"" Extreme Agricultural Tracks, 5 Spool
SOLD
SOLD
SOLD
SOLD
SOLD
SOLD
SOLD
SOLD
Valves, Full
Service History

2700 SOLD
2015

£80,000.00
SOLD

31015119

MT775E

Used Challenger MT775E Tractor C/w Debris Deflectors, 30"" Extreme Belts, Weight Frame + 22 front weights, 8 x Idler Weights.

5738

2015

£80,000.00

41016632

MT775E

Used Challenger MT775E C/w Debris Deflectors, 30"" Extreme Agri Tracks, Deluxe Cab, Comfort Pack, 16 Idler Weights, 22 Front
Weights

5539

2015

£80,000.00

21016644

MT765C

Used Challenger MT765C Tractor C/w 16 Idler Weights, 30"" Tracks, Debris deflectors, Serviced up to date"

9160

2012

£47,500.00

31017052

MT765B

Used Challenger MT765B C/w 30"" Tracks (40%), Topcon 150 screen on Omnistar, CAT IV Link Arms"

6500

2008

£52,500.00

Used Fendt Tractors
11016897

FT1050

Used Fendt 1050 Vario Tractor, C/w Reverse Drive, Front Linkage, 6 x Rear & 1 Front Spool, 220L Hyd Pump, Super Comfort Evo
Seat, RTK Guidance, 60kph version, LED Lights, 650kg wheel weights. Balance of 4 Year (6000 hour) Warranty

4180

2018

£198,500.00

21016840

FT939
VARIO

Used Fendt 939 Vario Tractor Full Profi Plus Spec, RTK Guidance, Variable Rate & Section control, Fendt 1 IF650/70R30 &
710/75R42

4750

2017

£138,000.00

11016204

FT939

Used Fendt 939 Tractor C/w Comfort Front linkage, Evo Seat, 1000Kg wheel weights, Profi Plus Version, Front PTO, IF650/65R34
& 710/75R42

5306

2017

£118,000.00

61015118

FT939

Used Fendt 939 Profi Plus SCR Tractor C/w 60kph Vario, Cmft Passenger seat, 2 x 1000kg wheel wts, Super Cmft air seat,
ABS Socket, 5 DUDK rear spools, 1 front spool, F & R Free flow returns, Radar Power beyond, CAT 3 Rear links, IF710/75R42 &
650/75R30 Mich Axiobibs, 2500kg Frt wt

3912

2014

£117,000.00

21016915

FT936

Used Fendt 936 Profi Spec Tractor C/w 650kph, Front Linkage, 600/65R34 & 710/75R42

4000

2016

£99,500.00

11016705

FT828
VARIO

Used Fendt 828 Profi Plus Tractor C/w RTK Guidance, 5 x Spools, Front PTO, Front Spool, Double acting rear hydraulics, Comfort
front linkage, IF600/70R30 & 710/70R42

3800

2018

£102,000.00

11016596

FT828
VARIO

Used Fendt 828 Vario Tractor, Profi Plus Version, 60kph transmission, EVO Seat, Front Pto, 600/70R30 & 710/70R42 AG Leader
RTK Guidance

5537

2013

£78,500.00

61017065

FT828

Used Fendt 828 Profi Plus Tractor C/w RTk GPS, Wheel weights, Pneumatic Cab suspension, 60kph transmission, 5 x DUDK rear
spools, 205L Pump, Power beyond, 600/70R30 & 710/70R42
Tyres Balance
of warranty to 5500 hours or 09.04.2022
DUE INMichelin
NOVEMBER
2021
whichever soonest

5106

2017

£80,000.00

11016706

FT720
VARIO

Used Fendt 720 Vario S4 Tractor Profi Version, Comfort Front Linkage DA, Double acting rear linkage, Front PTO, Climate Control,
Evolution Seat, 4 rear spools, 600/70R28 & 650/65R42

6500

2018

£73,500.00

11016707

FT720
VARIO

Used Fendt 720 Profi Spec Tractor c/w Comfort front links DA, Double acting rear linkage, front pto, climate control, Evolution
seat, 4 x rear spools, 600/70R28 & 650/65R42

6500

2018

£73,500.00

21016282

FT718

Used Fendt 718 Power Plus Tractor C/w 50kph Vario, Comfort Front Linkage, Front PTO, 152L/min hydraulics, 540/65R30 &
650/65R42

1178

2019

£130,000.00

Used JCB Tractors
21015791

4220

Used JCB Fastrac 4220 C/w Front Linkage, 1 Front Spool, 5 Rear Spools, Field Pro Pack, 600/70R30

4720

2018

£88,500.00

61015321

4220

Used JCB 4220 Fastrac C/w Autosteer ready, front linkage with 1 front spool, advanced suspension, Field performance pack, 5
rear spools, IF600/70R30 Tyres

1850

2015

£88,500.00
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Used Massey Ferguson Tractors
11016853

MF8735
DVT EX

Used MF8735 Dyna VT Exclusive Spec Tractor C/w 50kph, 5 Spools, Front linkage, Air & Hyd Brakes, Hyd Top Link, IF710/75R42
& 650/60R34

5200

2015

£66,000

31017048

MF7726S
D6 EX

Used MF7726S Dyna 6 Exclusive Spec Tractor C/w Trimble RTK, VF600/60R30 & 710/60R42 Balance of 5 Year (4500 hour)
Warranty

2200

2019

£79,500.00

21015847

MF7726
DVT EX

Used MF7726 Dyna VT Exclusive Spec tractor c/w Front Linkage, Full RTK with C3000 screen, 600/60R30 & 710/60R42. Balance
of warranty to May 2022 or 3500 hours (whichever is soonest)

3100

2017

£71,500.00

21016885

MF7726
D6 EX

Used MF7726 D6 Exclusive Spec Tractor C/w Dyna 6 50kph transmission, SM GPS, 150L/min Hydraulics, Front Linkage, Air
Brakes, 600/65R28 & 710/65R38

3800

2016

£59,500.00

41015812

MF7726
D6 EF

Used MF7726 D6 Efficient Spec Tractor C/w Dyna 6 - 50kph transmission, 4 Spools, Multipad armrest, 600/65R28 & 710/70R38

3900

2018

£64,500.00

31017068

MF7726
D6 EF

Used MF7726 Dyna 6 Efficient Spec Tractor C/w 600/60R30 & 710/60R43

4200

2015

£59,750.00

31016287

MF7720S
DVTEF

Used MF7720S DVT EFF Tractor C/w 50kph Dyna VT Gearbox, 4T Front Linkage, Front Axle & Cab suspension, 540/65R30 &
650/65R42. Not Guidance ready

5800

2019

£69,500.00

11017002

MF7720
D6 EF

Used MF7720 Dyna 6 Efficient Tractor C/w 50 Kph transmission, Front Linkage, 540/65R30 & 650/65R42

2200

2016

£65,000.00

31014636

MF7720
D6 EF

Used MF7720 Dyna 6 Efficient Spec Tractor C/w 50kph, Creep reduction gears, front linkage with 2 front spool valves, 540/65R30
and 650/65R42

4355

2016

£49,000.00

61016306

MF7720
D6 EF

Used MF7720 Dyna 6 40kmh 4WD Tractor C/w Efficient Specification, Bluetooth CD, Front suspension, Active mechanical cab
DUE
IN540/65R30
JULY 2021
suspension, Datatronic, GPS ready, 2 Fingertip / 2 Manual
spools,
& 650/65R42

4767

2016

£47,500.00

11016145

MF7720
D6 EF

Used MF7720 Dyna 6 Efficient Spec Tractor C/w Datatronic, Autoguide 3000, 40kph transmission, 600/65R28 & 710/70R53

2035

2015

£59,500.00

31015349

MF7720
D6 EF

Used MF7720 Efficient Spec Tractor C/w Dyna 6, 50kph transmission, front & cab suspension, full set of front weights, 4 rear
spools, 540/65R30 & 650/65R42

2390

2015

£59,750.00

11017046

MF7718
D6 EF

Used MF7718 D6 Efficient Tractor C/w 3.2T front linkage, Pivoting front fenders, Michelin Tyres, 540/65R28 Fronts & 650/65R38
Rears

950

2017

£67,500.00

61016316

MF7624
D6 EF

Used MF7624 Dyna 6 Efficient Spec Tractor C/w 50kmh Dyna 6 transmission, Shaft axle, front & cab suspension, GPS Ready,
540E/1000E/ 1000rpm rear pto, 600/60R30 & 710/60R42

2750

2013

£48,500.00

31015338

MF7620
D6 EF

Used MF7620 Dyna 6 Efficient Spec Tractor C/w Joystick valves 1 & 2, 3 & 4 Manual Spools, Power Beyond, Front Linkage, 2 Front
Spools, 150l/min pump, Datatronic ISObus, 540/65R30 & 650/65R42

4820

2014

£42,000.00

21016363

MF7616
D6 EF

Used MF7616 Dyna 6 Efficient Spec Tractor C/w 40kph, FullSuspension, 420/85R38 & 520/85R38

2750

2013

£48,000.00

11017066

MF7495

Used MF7495 4WD Tractor C/w Front Linkage & PTO, Datatronic, Climate Control, 4 x CCLS Spools, Super deluxe seat,
540/65R30 & 650/65R42 Tyres

6640

2011

£36,500.00

31016701

MF6480

Used MF6480 Tractor C/w 40kph Transmission, Front & Cab Suspension, Dyna 6 Autodrive Front Weight carrier, 540/65R28 &
650/65R38

2300

2010

£38,500.00

21016657

MF5712S
D4 EF

Used MF5712S Dyna 4 Efficient Tractor C/w Autoguide ready, Cab & Axle suspension NEW 420/85R38 & 340/85R28 Tyres
Balance of warranty to June 2021 or 4000 hours (whichever is soonest)

3800

2018

£45,000.00

11016967

MF5610
SP D4

Used MF5610 Tractor C/w 100L Pump, Comfort Pack, Mechanical Cab Suspension, Extra Worklights, 420/85R24 & 340/85R34

2500

2015

£33,500.00

9500 SOLD
2006

£19,500.00
SOLD

31017018
Tractor & Loader
C/w MuckSOLD
fork
SOLD MF5455
SOLD Used MF5455
SOLD
SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

41017017

MF399

Used MF399 4WD Tractor

/

1994

£7,750.00

41017016

MF390

Used MF390 2WD Tractor

/

1989

£7,750.00

Used New Holland T8-350 Tractor

4000

2018

£85,000.00

Used Other Brand Tractors
11017011

NH T8-350

11016585

JD8360R

Used John Deere 8360R Tractor C/w Front weights, Front Suspension, Wheel weights external & internal, Greenstar Guidance
3000 receiver, 4 rear spools, 600/70R30 & 710/70R42

10000

2013

£61,000.00

31016439

CLAAS 55

Used Claas 55 Tracked Tractor C/w 25"" Tracks, 8 Idler weights, Cat 3 Link arms, 4 spools & 16 front weights

9466

2001

£27,500.00

11016415

CLAAS 55

Used Claas 55 Tracked Tractor

9263

2000

£24,500.00

Used JCB TM310S Loadall C/w Smooth Ride System, Pin & Cone Carriage & Pallet Forks, Grain Bucket. 17.5LR24

3591

2012

£50,000.00

3244

2016

£60,000.00

742

2019

£73,000.00

4500

2015

£41,000.00

Used Handlers
21016911

TM310S

11014811

560/80 AGS

Used JCB 560/80 Agri Super C/w 480/80R26, Q Fit Hyd Pin lock carriage, 145HP

41015865

542/70 AGP

Used JCB 542/70 Agri Pro Loadall C/w 40kph, Series III Cab, Heated air suspension seat, Q Fit carriage, 2 x rear spools, hyd pick
up hitch, led work lights

61016986

541/70 AGS

Used JCB 541/70 Agri Super Loadall C/w 145Hp Engine, 460/70R24 Trelleborg TH500, LED Worklights x 7, Hydraulic Pick up hitch,
DUE INservice.
SEPTEMBER 2021
Constant pump / bucket shake function, One front hydraulic

Brigg 01652 600 200 | Corringham 01427 838 696 | Halsham 01964 614 233 | Louth 01507 353 500 | Selby 01757 700 699
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61016964

541/70 AGS

Used JCB 541/70 Agri Super Loadall C/w 145Hp Engine, Hyd Locking Manitou headstock, forks & frame, LED worklights,
DUE IN SEPTEMBER 2021
440/70R28 CONTI Tyres

4275

2014

£48,000.00

31016912

536/70 AGS

Used JCB 536/70 Agri Super Loadall C/w Pin & Cone Headstock with pallet forks & frame, 460/70R24 Tyres

6150

2015

£34,750.00

61015022

536/70 AGP

Used JCB 536/70 Agri Pro Loadall C/w Hydraulic locking Q Fit carriage, forks and round bar, NEW 460/70R24

3240

2017

£59,000.00

21016049

536/60 AGS

Used JCB 536/60 AGS Loadall C/w 460/70R24, Q Fit Carriage, Pallet Tines

2200

2018

£57,500.00

61016753

536/60 AGS

Used JCB 536/60 Agri Super Loadall C/w 145 Hp Engine, 460/70R24 Michelin Tyres, Boom Suspension, Pick up Hitch, Hyd
locking Q Fit Carriage

1412

2018

£58,000.00

61016424

536/60 AGS

Used JCB 536/60 Agri Super Loadall C/w Q Fit Headstock, Hydraulic locking, Boom Suspension, Pick up hitch, trailer brakes,
460/70R24

4100

2010

£30,000.00

21017020

536/60 AGS

Used JCB 536/60 Agri Super Loadal

7000

2008

£22,000.00

21016779

535/95 AGS

Used JCB 535-95 Agri Super Loadall C/w 500/70R24 Tyres, LED Boom Lights, LED PUH Light, Roof & Front Screen Guards, Pick
up hitch, Q Fit carriage & Pallet tines

4750

2015

£49,250.00

21016778

532/70 AGS

Used JCB 532/70 Agri Super Loadall C/w Michelin Bibload 460/70R24, Series III Cab, Air suspended seat, Q Fit Carriage & pallet
tines

900

2020

£66,500.00

21016852

531/70 AGS

Used JCB 531/70 Agri Super Loadall C/w SRS, Air con, Air Seat, Very tidy 17.5LR24

3500

2014

£45,000.00

21016634

526-56

Used JCB 526/56 Loadall C/w Tool carrier hyd pin locking carriage, pallet tines, 460/70R24"

5500

2013

£29,750.00

11016587

526/56

Used JCB 526/56 Loadall C/w Q Fit Headstock, Electronic Joystick, Rear Pick up hitch NEW 460/70R24 Tyres

4120

2012

£32,600.00

21016982

524/50 AG

Used JCB 524/50 Agri Loadall C/w 400/70R18 Tyres, Hyd Pin Locking Tool Carrier, Limited Slip Diff., 5T Hyd Tow Hitch

2700

2014

£31,000.00

11016750

MF9305ST

Used MF9305ST Telehandler, C/w MF Xtra Pack, Hydraulic Trailer Brakes, Hydraulic Hitch, Boom Suspension, Manitou Tool carrier

3800

2018

£34,000.00

21016908

P40.7CS

Used Merlo P40.7CS Loadall C/w Boom Suspension, Carriage & Forks, Grain Bucket, 17.5LR24 Tyres 60%

1748

2012

£30,000.00

11016520

KT356

Used Kramer KT356 Telehandler C/w 3.5 Tonne / 6M Lift, Pick Up hitch, Air con, NEW 460/70R24 Tyres, Kramer Hydraulic locking
headstock, Air suspended seat

2000

2017

£45,200.00

31016794

731 LSU

Used Manitou 731 LSU Loadall C/w Pallet Tines, 30kph 4 Speed box, Full worklights, New Starter motor, New hydraulic
pump & F/R Shuttle 460/70R24, Very Tidy

4700

2005

£22,000.00

Used Challenger 645D Self Propelled Sprayer C/w 36M Aluminium Boom, Hydraulic track adjustment, Rear Camera, Boom
Worklights Section Control, Boom height control 480/80R50 & 710/60R30

2950

2016

£130,000

Used Sprayers
61016870

RG645D

21015248

RG645B

Used Challenger Rogator RG645B C/w 32M Booms, 2 Sets of wheels Michelin Agribib 380/90R46 & Michelin Xeobib 710/60R38

5500

2013

£85,000.00

21013579

RG635B

Used Challenger Rogator 635B, 3850L Tank, 500L clean water tank, 30 M Chafer Boom with Boom height control 10 sections,
Hyd Track width adjust, C3000 Colour Terminal, Hydrostar CVT 40 KPH Transmission

6174

2012

£71,000.00

31016578

RB35

Used Bateman RB35 Sprayer, C/w 30M Boom plus Boom sections to take it back to 36M, 4000L, Triplet nozzles, Topcon
Steering system with 150 screen, AgLeader 8 section auto shutoff, Norac boom levelling system, 710/55R30 Michelin MachXbib,
420/90R34
Rowcrops

6500

2011

£72,500.00

41016003

AVACAST
GR400

Used Techneat Avacast GR400 Trailed Applicator, C/w 400L Hopper, 16m Boom, Twin axle chassis, Electronic rate Control with
GPS Speed, Independant Honda engine

N/A

2019

£15,000.00

41016642

MONICA
250

Used Maschio Gaspardo Monica 250 6 Row Maize Drill

N/A

2006

£6,950.00

11017006

4M DRILL

Used Kverneland 4M Drill Combi

N/A

/

£9,500.00

41015507

RDA800S

Used Vaderstad RDA800S Drill C/w System Disc with crossboard, track eradicators, bout markers & Pre em markers, loading
auger, 14,200 Hectares

N/A

2008

£18,500.00

11016470

VENTA 3030

Used Kuhn Venta 3030 IsobusDrill & HR3030 Power Harrow Combination C/w CCI50 Terminal, PE Markers, Press wheel scrapers,
Stone deflectors, Maxi Packer Roller, Lighting Kit, Retro fit Coulter blockage kit, first used in 2019

N/A

2018

£29,000.00

Used Simba SL500 Cultivator Very Good condition throughout

N/A

2011

£25,000.00

Used Simba 5.5m Unipress C/w Levelling board and DD Rings, Very good condition throughout

N/A

2011

£20,000.00

Used Simba 4.6M Cultipress Good Metal

N/A

2005

£15,000.00

Used Drills

Used Cultivation
21015192

SL500
CULTIVATOR

21015193

5.5M
UNIPRESS

21015910

4.6M
CULTIPRESS

41016834

6M
UNIPRESS

Used Simba 6M Unipress C/w Leading Tines, Rear Drawbar

N/A

/

£6,250.00

31016309

3M COMBI
DSIC

Used He-Va Trailed Combi-Disc 3M Wide C/w 5 Auto reset legs, 2 rows of discs, Rear 700mm DD packer, front crossbar to run on
link arms

N/A

2015

£12,500.00

31017056

4M DISCS

Used Massey Ferguson 4M Discs

N/A

/

£950.00
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SOLD
31017057
31017058

4M SUPER
SOLD Used Bomford
SOLD
Super FlowSOLD
4M Rear depth SOLD
wheels & 15 legsSOLD
FLOW

4M FRONT
CULTIVATOR

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

Used Cousins 4M Folding Front Cultivator C/w 3 rows of tines & flexicoil

N/A

SOLD/

SOLD
£1,250.00

N/A

/

£950.00

Used Ploughs & Power Harrows
21017027

EUROPAL 8
PLOUGH

Used Lemken Europal 8 4+1 Plough C/w Slatted CS40 Bodies, Good metal, Straight & ready to work

N/A

2012

£8,950.00

31016551

PRESS ARM

Used Lemken Press Arm

N/A

/

£1,000.00

61016697

HR4004D
POWER
HARROW

Used Kuhn HR4004D Rigid 4 Metre Power Harrow C/w Maxi Packer & Rear Levelling Bar

N/A

2010

£9,500.00

HR4002
SOLD POWER
SOLD Used Kuhn
SOLD
SOLD
SOLD
31017055
4002 4M Power
Harrow C/w Packer
HARROW

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

N/A

SOLD/

SOLD
£2,500.00

Used McConnell 8085TT Hedger Immaculate condition, Twin Telescopic Boom, EDS Float System, Head float, 85Hp Pump,
8085TT
control system,SOLD
Debris blower, SOLD
Narrow lane kit, Hyd.
roller, Hyd. SOLD
Hood, 6"" Roller &
Skid set, Height
Limit system, Twin
SOLD Revolution
SOLD
SOLD
SOLD
SOLD
SOLD
HEDGER
Strobe Lights, Competition Flails

N/A

2017
SOLD

£21,000.00
SOLD

Used Hedgers
21016700
SOLD

31016804

FALCON 5.5
HEDGER

Used Bomford Falcon 5.5 Hedgecutter C/w 1.2M Head, Electric controls

N/A

/

£6,250.00

Used Twidale 12T Grain Trailer C/w Hydraulic Brakes, Hydraulic Door, Grain Chute, Rigid Drawbar, 385/65R22.5 Super Single
Wheels

N/A

/

£5,950.00

Used Trailers
61016977

12T GRAIN
TRAILER

Used Machinery depot locations...
1. Selby

3. Corringham

5. Fixed Installations

Unit 9 Oakney Wood Rd, Selby Business
Park, Selby, North Yorkshire, YO8 8LZ

High St, Corringham, Gainsborough,
Lincolnshire, DN21 5QP

The Old Foundry, Brigg, North
Lincolnshire, DN20 8NR

2. Brigg

4. Louth

6. Halsham

The Old Foundry, Brigg, North
Lincolnshire, DN20 8NR

Grimsby Rd, Louth, Lincolnshire,
LN11 0SY

Halsham, Hull, HU12 0BT

t. 01757 700 699

t. 01652 600 200

t. 01427 838 696

t. 01652 600 230

t. 01964 614 233

t. 01507 353 500
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Tel: 01652 600 200

MF 5700 M | 95-135 HP

NOT HERE TO BE AVERAGE.
A STRAIGHTFORWARD YET GUTSY, MULTI-TASKING POWERHOUSE WITH A CHOICE
OF TRANSMISSIONS AND SIMPLIFIED OPERATOR ENVIRONMENT.
THERE’S NOTHING AVERAGE ABOUT THIS TRACTOR.
AVAILABLE WITH 0% FINANCE*

W W W. M A S S E Y F E R G U S O N . C O. U K

36

*Ts/Cs apply. Finance is provided through our finance partner AGCO Finance. AGCO Finance Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority only in respect of agreements regulated by
the Consumer Credit Act 1974. AGCO Finance Limited only lends business to business and on business assets. Terms and Conditions apply. All applicants must be 18 years or older. Any quotation is subject
to formal credit approval. Alternative repayment profiles are available upon request should the advertised profile not meet the cash flow requirements of your business, an Admin fee will be payable on
signing and an option to purchase fee (HP only) will be payable at the end of the agreement.
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The MF IDEAL Revolution
A ‘Clean Sheet’ in its design, as described by
Massey Ferguson. Priding themselves on feedback
from producers and tested in rigorous trials to
create this glossy black beast of a machine to be
like nothing that has been seen before.

Its modern-day predecessors Activa, Beta, Centora and Delta
are known for their practical design and reliability. They are
trusted on many farms all over the world and set a standard
for Massey Ferguson for combine creation. But the IDEAL
goes above and beyond expectations, taking every farmer’s
harvesting worries and solving them whilst incorporating the
best agricultural technology on the market.
The MF IDEAL range of combine harvesters were made to suit
the users in every condition. Concentrating on ease of use,
grain and straw quality, residue management, cab comfortand
visibility.

Producing a clean sample at high output has never been
easier with ‘IDEALbalance’ an intuitive grain balance system.
Rolling up a steep incline of up to 15%, the machine uses
a combination of two specially shaped under-rotor pans
which place the grain mix in exactly the right position for
the separation pan, sieve box and fan to produce the best
quality product.
Spreading the material more evenly over a wider area due
to the new design of the chopper means that residue is
managed successfully. The distribution of the material from
the ShortCut chopper can match the full width of the header,
up to 12m using the unique, low power-requirement Active
Spread feature.
Stress free and comfortable is what most operators desire
inside of the cab, with the brand new, ultra-quiet Vision Cab
it includes new additions such as new ventilated seat, an
optional large fridge unit and extra storage.

Low compression and extra-long rotors are gentle on the
straw to ensure that contamination is avoided. Putting it
above the competitors, this combine features the largest main
threshing concave area on the market, at an impressive 25%
bigger than any other combine in the industry. Cleaner, better
quality grain is produced due to the low pressure on the
straw mat.
Technology is a large part of Massey’s innovation with
each and every machine produced. Known formerly as
‘IDEALharvest’, the self-adjusting function option makes
life effortless for the user. Top of the market functions
include a grain quality camera, Acoustic Sensors and a very
straightforward dashboard which can be brought up on the
Tech Touch Terminal or the SmartConnect app. The app allows
the operator to choose a combination of quality, performance
and sample cleanliness for his harvest - each step of the
harvest in the IDEAL has the operator in mind.

A harvesting machine built with you in mind, the IDEAL
range of combines takes technology, comfort, reliability
and efficiency to new levels and creates the ideal working
machine for larger farms. Tested in all conditions, to suit
the operator and overcome any barriers for modern day
harvesting. For the 21st century, the MF IDEAL is a must have
machine, you have to wonder what is next. The only thing
that can beat this combine in terms of advancements is a
fully autonomous tractor!

For more information on the IDEAL or
any other combine, please get in touch
with our Harvesting Sales team who
will be happy to help.
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Harvest
Sales
Success

Andrew Whiteley

We checked in with Andrew Whiteley, Harvesting Sales Manager to have
a catch up about combine sales and demonstrations, read on to find out:

“We are in our 3rd season of IDEAL combines
and fast approaching the 4th sales demonstration
campaign with this machine. We have seen our
market share grow year on year with this new
product and we have 15 retail sold IDEAL combines
in our area for the 2021 harvest. This is a huge
success from a standing start and truly reflects the
performance of the machines.

Many have been sold due to references from
existing users as well as successful demonstrations,
and this will continue into 2022.
As well as IDEAL we have also increased our share
of the market with our smaller Activa and Beta
models and the last of the Delta 9380 model. These
combines are proving fantastic value for money
with great performance in the field as well as low
running costs, 5 years warranty and excellent
residual values.
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Most people won’t know just how many combines
we sell at P&B. In fact, over the last 5 years we
have averaged a total of 33 combine sales per
year, peaking in 2020 at 40 sales! This can be a
mixture of new and used machines which come
in as trade-ins.
We also buy in quality MF combines from other
dealers and customers to try and satisfy the
demand we have for good quality used machines
both in the UK and abroad.
We have found that as the major supplier of
MF combines in the country, we are supplying
customers all over the UK. Roughly half of the used
combines we sell are outside our trading area with
many going into Scotland, Ireland, Wales and as far
south as Cornwall.

We have also built a network of contacts abroad
where we sell the MF brand, as well as the
competitive makes that have been traded in.
These countries include Denmark, Lithuania, Latvia,
France and Poland. These markets emerged slowly
but as we built our reputation, we started to see
higher demands, even with the export hassles
due to Brexit.
One combine was even exported all the way to
Chile in South America, to a farmer who regularly
keeps in touch by sending pictures and videos of
the combine working in various crops almost 12
months of the year.
This year we are running 2 demonstration
combines, a Fendt IDEAL 9T with 40ft Geringhoff
TrueFlex header and MF IDEAL 8T with 35ft
Powerflow header.
I’m confident that our progress with these machines
will continue and we now have a full line of
products to suit all our customers from the smallest
of farms to the largest estates.”

For more information,
contact Andrew:
M. 07774 296 382
E. andrew.whiteley@peacock.co.uk
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Yorkshire
Rapeseed Oil
Yorkshire Rapeseed Oil, a business that
grew immensely from a plan to diversify
and change with the times, produce all of
their products on their farm in Thixendale,
in the beautiful Yorkshire Wolds.
In the chalky soil grows the rapeseed crop that makes up
their spectacular product range including but not limited to:
their award-winning Yorkshire Rapeseed Oil, Flavoured Oils,
Mayonnaise and Salad Dressings. Larger volumes are also
supplied into refill stores and the catering sector.
The journey began when Adam Palmer first took over the farm
at Breckenholme in the year 2000, previously tenanted by
his grandfather and primarily concentrating on arable crops
and sheep. Although, a desire for diversification grew and
Adam wanted to push the business on further. In 2008, the
first bottle of cold pressed rapeseed oil was sold at a farmers’
market. Over the following years the range expanded to the
products included today. Even with the rapid growth, just
like that very first bottle sold, every product is made with the
base ingredient of the ‘Great Taste Award-Winning’ Yorkshire
Rapeseed Oil.
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What makes a successful family business great, is just that,
family, which has always been a priority to Adam Palmer
throughout his journey. Described by Adam as ‘A passionate
team which has grown from family and friends, allowing us
to keep our brand close to our hearts.’

Adam’s father, Ben, is a fellow director in the business, he
is also the Technical Manager, and is responsible for the
pressing process. He can be seen behind a farmers’ market
stall from time to time!
Adam works across the farm and the oil business, and Jennie
works with the marketing and branding aspects of Yorkshire
Rapeseed Oil.
The relationship with Peacock & Binnington started in 2006
when a Massey Ferguson 6475 was purchased. This was used
until 2015 when it was replaced with a Massey Ferguson 7618
which is still owned by Yorkshire Rapeseed Oil. In 2019 as the
businesses ramped up production and needed something
more, the company ordered an additional MF 6715S. Adam
is also now on his 3rd JCB 526-56: Compact dimensions,
incredible manoeuvrability, unparalleled build quality and allday operator comfort are probably a few reasons why!
Speaking to Jennie at Yorkshire Rapeseed Oil about our
ongoing partnership, she explained:
‘We collaboratively farm with some other local farmers that
also work with P&B. Between us the combine, tractors and
forklift are all supplied by P&B, and used within the rapeseed
growing and harvesting process.
P&B have always offered an excellent service and have been
helpful and conscientious throughout.’
The journey from plant to bottle is a journey in itself: All
rapeseed grown on farm is for the specific purpose of making
the oil. If extra rapeseed is required, it is sourced from local
farms where possible, to reduce the environmental footprint.

The rapeseed is brought in at Harvest, stored in the bins at
the onsite factory, and once ready, pushed into the presses
where it will create oil. Cold pressing means that the rapeseed
is pressed in a natural, chemical-free way. A large screw-like
device is used within the press to squeeze the oil from the
rapeseed. Cold pressing ensures the oil that you are using
has all the goodness still in it. Stored until it is ready for use,
the oil is transferred to the bottling plant where it is divided
into either the 500ml bottles or it goes into flavoured oils. All
of this is made possible with a small workforce that are well
versed in all aspects of the production side of the business.
The famous Yorkshire oil is also healthy… containing only half
the saturated fat and 11 times the Omega 3 of olive oil. Omega
oils are what are known as the healthy oils. Rapeseed oil is a
great source of Omegas 3, 6 & 9, in the right combination to
work together as your body needs them.
With its gentle nutty flavour and high burn point, Yorkshire
Rapeseed Oil is ideal for all your culinary needs. Great for
frying, baking, drizzling and dipping. The family have created
their very own recipe book... the book features over 150 pages
of recipes, using exclusively YRO products.

The website is a really informative place
to learn more about the products and the
family. If you wish to find out more, be
sure to head there for a browse:

www.yorkshirerapeseedoil.co.uk
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4TH GENERATION

Little Grey
Fergie
returns to
home soil
Mr Braddy and his sons proudly gather
round the original Little Grey Fergie

Designed by Harry Ferguson himself, the Ferguson TE
20 (Tractor England 20) was more commonly known as
the Little Grey Fergie. These tractors were manufactured
from 1946-1956 and marked a major advance in tractor
design as it was distinguished by its lightweight, small
size, manoeuvrability and versatility.

Due to the launch of this machine, the hydraulic three-point
hitch system became popular around the world. The threepoint hitch was a type of hitch used for attaching ploughs and
other implements. This marked a major advance in tractor
design, allowing farmers to farm in a way that mechanised all
aspects of crop production to more efficiently feed the world.
Over half a million of these machines were built at the Banner
Lane site, just West of Coventry, a large number of them
are still at work on farms today whilst others remain prized
collectors’ items. Just recently a call was made to Garry
Johnson, Brigg Service Supervisor, from a customer who was
asking about the dimensions of a Grey Fergie because, just as
it happens, we have one here at P&B, tucked away from sight.
Mr Braddy called to ask about dimensions of the little grey
machine as he has just tracked down and purchased his
father’s Grey Fergie. It was originally purchased in 1950 from
Greenacres (which is now Peacock & Binnington Louth) and
it is understood to be the first Ferguson TEA20 in the
Waltham area.
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“I remember sitting on the Little Grey
Fergie when I was 3 or 4 years old. A
story that my dad often fondly told is that
I knew how to start it up ‘better than any
of the other lads who borrowed it from
us!’ When I was still small, my dad sold
the tractor to a local turf company, the
same two brothers who used to borrow it
for the odd job. If I can recall, I think that
they held it until around 1960 and that is
where my search for it went cold.”

www.peacock.co.uk

Speaking to Mr Braddy, it was clear that this tractor really was
of sentimental value to him. He explained to us why he wanted
to find the Little Grey Fergie so badly:

“I really had tried hard to track it down,
around 10 years it took me in total. I wanted
the tractor to be passed down to my sons and
then on to their children and to be brought
right back to its original roots in Waltham,
Lincolnshire.
I would often drive around Lincolnshire, trying
to spot a Little Grey Fergie in any farmyard but
this just wasn’t enough if I really wanted to
find it. The DVLA database was the next place
I looked, I would search for it being actually
registered, but at first this returned… nothing.
Finally, I saw that a Little Grey Fergie of the
same reg was re-registered! The internet
really is amazing these days.”
To Mr Braddy’s delight, the original Little Grey Fergie had
been located after a long 10 year search, the hard part was
to get it back!
After discovering that it had been auctioned at Cheffins in
Cambridgeshire, further research on the internet revealed that
the tractor had gone near Kings Lynn where it had undergone
a substantial restoration. Initial conversations with the person

who had restored it indicated that he had sold to a gentleman
in Kent. After several emails and three-way conversations,
a deal was agreed to purchase the tractor. The gentleman
is actually a collector and usually wouldn’t sell any of his
vehicles, but when told about the historical value that this
Little Grey Fergie held for Mr Braddy and his family, he related
to the story and allowed him to purchase it back. As can be
imagined, Mr Braddy is extremely grateful to the collector in
allowing it to return to the family.
This tractor is now sitting on the original soil that it started
at back in the 1950s as a gleaming new Fergie. What was
originally his father’s small holding in Waltham is now a
housing site made up of bungalows. One of Mr Braddy’s sons
had bought one of the bungalows and has been living in it
with his family for around 10 years. The tractor returned,
once again, to the exact place where it started its journey.

The grandchildren take a seat
on the treasured tractor with
grandad as it sits on home soil

“As a promise, my two sons have said they
will never sell this tractor and it will be passed
down the generations for years to come. The
machine has a Grimsby registration and still
drives all these 70 years later!”
Mr Braddy excitedly concluded.
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HOW WAS
YOUR READ?
Please let us know how we are doing. We want you to enjoy reading
about our company & customers, so if there is anything we can do to
make it more enjoyable for you then please let us know. Just scan the
QR code to the left with your smartphone and answer the quick survey.

Would you like to feature in the next Yield? As you may have seen we
had some fantastic stories from a variety of customers this time but we
are always in need of more. Big or small we want to hear your ideas!
There may even be some freebies available for people who come
forward and we use their story.
Let us know by calling us on 01652 600 200, contacting us on Facebook
or by scanning the QR code.

Find your local branch
Brigg
The Old Foundry, Brigg,
North Lincolnshire, DN20 8NR
t. 01652 600 200

Corringham
High St, Corringham,
Gainsborough, Lincolnshire,
DN21 5QP
t. 01427 838 696

Halsham
Halsham, Hull, HU12 0BT
t. 01964 614 233

Selby
Unit 9 Oakney Wood Rd Selby
Business Park, Selby, North
Yorkshire, YO8 8LZ
t. 01757 700 699

Louth
Grimsby Rd, Louth, Lincolnshire,
LN11 0SY
t. 01507 353 500

Fixed Installations
The Old Foundry, Brigg
North Lincolnshire, DN20 8NR
t. 01652 600 230
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